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Let G be a connected, solvable linear algebraic group over a number field K, let
 .S be a finite set of places of K that contains all the infinite places, and let O S be
the ring of S-integers of K. We define a certain closed subgroup G ofO S .
G s  G that contains G , and prove that G is a superrigid lattice inS ¨ g S K O S . O S .¨
G , by which we mean that finite-dimensional representations a : G ªO S . O S .
 .GL R more or less extend to representations of G . The subgroup G mayn O S . O S .
be a proper subgroup of G for only two reasons. First, it is well known that GS O S .
is not a lattice in G if G has nontrivial K-characters, so one passes to a certainS
subgroup G1.. Second, G may fail to be Zariski dense in G1. in an appropriateS O S . S
1.sense; in this sense, the subgroup G is the Zariski closure of G in G .O S . O S . S
Furthermore, we note that a superrigidity theorem for many nonsolvable S-arith-
metic groups can be proved by combining our main theorem with the Margulis
Superrigidity Theorem. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a solvable linear algebraic group defined over Q. The author
recently proved that if the arithmetic subgroup G is Zariski dense, thenZ
 .it is a superrigid lattice in G see 1.4 , in the sense that any finite-di-R
 .mensional representation a : G ª GL R more or less extends to aZ n
representation of G . A precise definition of superrigidity appears inR
.Definition 1.1 below. We now prove an appropriate generalization of this
result for S-arithmetic subgroups, in place of arithmetic subgroups see 1.6
.and 1.10 .
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 .  w x.1.1 DEFINITION cf. 9, Thm. 2, p. 2 . Let L be a subgroup of a
topological group G. We say that L is superrigid in G if, for every
 .continuous homomorphism a : L ª GL R , there aren
v a finite-index open subgroup L of L,1
v a finite-index open subgroup G of G, containing L , and1 1
a a
v  .a finite normal subgroup F of L , where L is the almost- Zariski1 1
a  .closure of L in GL R ,1 n
asuch that the induced homomorphism a : L ª L rF extends to aF 1 1
acontinuous homomorphism s : G ª L rF.1 1
Note that the only superrigidity under consideration is archimedean
 .superrigidity. That is, all representations are over R or C . Our results say
nothing about representations over other local fields.
 .1.2 Remark. By considering restrictions and induced representations,
one may show, for any finite-index subgroup LX of L, that L is superrigid
in G if and only if LX is superrigid in G.
 .1.3 Assumption. For simplicity, we assume that all algebraic groups in
this paper are linear. More precisely, they are subgroups of some special
.linear group. Thus, if G is an algebraic group over Q, then G is wellZ
defined, and is a subgroup of G . Without such an assumption, theQ
wdefinition of arithmetic subgroups of G is slightly more involved 1, Sect.
x7.11, p. 49 .
 . w x .1.4 THEOREM 13, Thm. 6.8 ; see also Sect. 2 . Let G be a sol¨ able
algebraic group o¨er Q. If G is Zariski dense in G, then G is a superrigidZ Z
lattice in G .R
 .If G has no nontrivial characters defined over Q and is connected ,
then this theorem has a natural generalization to S-arithmetic subgroups.
 .1.5 DEFINITION. Let G be a connected algebraic group over Q, and
let S be a finite set of places of Q, containing the infinite place. Define
v  .  < 5 5 4Z S s x g Q x F 1 for all places ¨ f S ;¨
v Q s the completion of Q at the place ¨ ; and¨
v G s = G .S ¨ g S Q
Via the natural diagonal embedding of G in G , we may think of G asQ S ZS .
a subgroup of G .S
 .1.6 THEOREM. Let G be a connected, sol¨ able algebraic group o¨er Q,
and let S be a finite set of places of Q, containing the infinite place. If G has
no nontri¨ ial characters defined o¨er Q, and G is Zariski dense in G, thenZS .
G is a superrigid lattice in G .ZS . S
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If G does have nontrivial Q-characters, then G is not a lattice in G .ZS . S
However, it is well known that G is a lattice in a certain subgroup G1.ZS . S
 .see 1.9 and 5.15 , and our main theorem implies that G is superrigid inZS .
G1.. More generally, our main theorem shows that an analogous resultS
holds for solvable algebraic groups over any number field, but, in this
generality, it may be necessary to replace G1. with a smaller group G ,S O S .
 .which we now define see 1.9 . The idea is that G should be theO S .
 . 1.almost-Zariski closure see 1.8 of G in G , but the situation isO S . S
complicated by the fact that G1. is not an algebraic group.S
 . w x  .1.7 DEFINITION 13, Defn. 3.2 . A subgroup A of GL R is said to ben
 .almost-Zariski closed if there is a Zariski closed subgroup B of GL R ,n
such that BT ; A ; B, where BT is the identity component of B in the
 . `  .topology of GL R as a C manifold not the Zariski topology . There isn
little difference between being Zariski closed and almost-Zariski closed,
because BT always has finite index in B.
 . w x  .1.8 DEFINITION 13, Defn. 3.6 . Let A be a subgroup of GL R . Then
almost-Zariski closure A of A is the unique smallest almost-Zariski closed
subgroup that contains A. In particular, if A is a subgroup of a Lie group
G, we use Ad A to denote the almost-Zariski closure of Ad A in the realG G
 .algebraic group Aut G , where G is the Lie algebra of G.
 .1.9 DEFINITION. Let G be a connected algebraic group over a number
field K, and let S be a finite set of places of K, containing the set S of`
infinite places. Define
v  .  < 5 5 4O S s x g K x F 1 for all places ¨ f S ;¨
v K s the completion of K at the place ¨ ;¨
v G s = G ;` ¨ g S K` ¨
v G s = G ;f ¨ g SyS K` ¨
v G s G = G ;S ` f
v
1.  5  .5 4G s x g G ¬  x x s 1, for all K-characters x of G¨S S ¨ g S ¨
w x10, pp. 263]264 ; and
1.
v  4G s x g G ¬ Ad x g Ad G .O S . S G G O S .` `
1.See Example 5.16 for an example where G is a proper subgroup of G .O S . S
 .  .1.10 MAIN THEOREM see Sect. 3 . Let G be a connected, sol¨ able
algebraic group o¨er a number field K, and let S be a finite set of places of K,
containing all the infinite places. If G is Zariski dense in G, then G isO S . O S .
a superrigid lattice in G .O S .
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The following corollary states that the question of whether S-arithmetic
subgroups of a given algebraic group G are superrigid can essentially be
reduced to the same question about the S-arithmetic subgroups of the
maximal semisimple quotient of G. The point is that the main theorem
implies that solvable S-arithmetic groups are superrigid, which means the
radical of G is under control}all that remains is the semisimple part of G.
 .  .1.11 COROLLARY see Sect. 4 . Let G be a connected algebraic group
o¨er a number field K, and let S be a finite set of places of K, containing the
infinite places. If G is Zariski dense in G, and the image of G inO S . O S .
GrRad G is superrigid, then G is a superrigid lattice in G . .  .O S O S . O S .
G. A. Margulis has shown that S-arithmetic subgroups of semisimple
groups of higher S-rank are superrigid.
 .  w  . x.1.12 THEOREM Margulis 9, B iii , p. 259 . Let G be a connected,
semisimple algebraic group o¨er a number field K, and let S be a finite set of
places of K, containing the infinite places. Assume the S-rank of e¨ery simple
factor of G is at least two. Then G is a superrigid lattice in G .O S . S
 .1.13 COROLLARY. Let G be a connected algebraic group o¨er a number
field K, and let S be a finite set of places of K, containing the infinite places. If
G is Zariski dense in G, and the S-rank of e¨ery K-simple factor ofO S .
GrRad G is at least two, then G is a superrigid lattice in G .O S . O S .
 .1.14 Remark. Although any connected, noncompact simple Lie group
G has no finite-dimensional unitary representations, some of the lattices in
G may have finite-dimensional unitary representations. Any such lattice L
is not a superrigid subgroup of G, in the sense of Definition 1.1. However,
w  . xthe Margulis Superrigidity Theorem 9, Thm. IX.6.16 b , p. 332 asserts
that L satisfies a weaker definition of superrigidity that considers only
a .representations a : L ª GL R , such that L has no nontrivial connected,n
acompact, semisimple, normal subgroups. If L is solvable, then L is also
asolvable, so the assumption on L is automatically satisfied and therefore
is irrelevant. However, the difference between the two definitions of
superrigidity is relevant in the context of Corollary 1.11. Fortunately, the
corollary is valid for either of the two definitions of superrigidity.
2. AN INSTRUCTIVE PROOF OF A SPECIAL CASE
In this section, we present a simple proof of Theorem 1.4. This special
case illustrates many of the ideas involved in the proof of our main
theorem. In particular, this case illustrates the importance of the existence
of a syndetic hull.
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 . w x w x.2.1 DEFINITION 13, Sect. 5 ; cf. 3, p. 6 . Let G be a closed subgroup
of a Lie group G. A syndetic hull of G is a connected subgroup B that
contains G, such that BrG is compact.
Although our goal is a proof of Theorem 1.4, which deals only with
algebraic groups, it is convenient to prove a more general result that
 .applies to more general Lie groups see 2.2 , because it is easier to work
with simply connected groups, but the universal cover of G is often notR
an algebraic group.
w xThe proof we give here is based on the same ideas as 13 . However, the
present proof is much less complicated because we do not bother to keep
track of exactly when it is necessary to pass to a finite-index subgroup or
mod out a finite group. In particular, we thereby avoid the need to discuss
w xnilshadows, which play an important role in 13 .
 .2.2 THEOREM. Let G be a lattice in a sol¨ able Lie group G , and1 1
assume G has only finitely many connected components. If Ad G s Ad G ,1 G 1 11
then G is superrigid in G .1 1
Proof. Replacing G and G by finite-index subgroups, we may assume1 1
G is connected. Then, by passing to the universal cover, we may assume1
 .G is simply connected. Given a homomorphism a : G ª GL R , let1 1 n
aG s G . Replacing G by a finite-index subgroup, we may assume G is2 1 1 2
w x w xconnected, so G , G and G , G are simply connected, nilpotent Lie1 1 2 2
groups.
 .Let G s G = G and G s graph a , so G is a discrete subgroup of G.1 2
Any maximal compact torus of Ad G is of the form T = S , where T and1 1 1
S are maximal compact tori of Ad G and Ad G , respectively. We may1 1 2
assume T = S contains a maximal compact torus T of Ad G. Because1 1 G
Ad G s Ad G , we know that the projection of T into Ad G is all of T .G 1 1 1 11
Therefore, TS s T = S is a maximal compact torus of Ad G. Because1 1 1
G is a real algebraic group, there is a compact torus S of G with2 2
Ad S s S . Hence Lemma 2.8 implies that some finite-index subgroup ofG 12
G has a simply connected syndetic hull X.
 w x.It is not difficult cf. 13, Step 5 of proof of Thm. 6.4, p. 174 to see that
XG s G G and X l G s e, from which it follows that X is the graph2 1 2 2
of a homomorphism s : G ª G . Because X contains a finite-index1 2
subgroup of G, we know that s agrees with a on a finite-index subgroup
of G .1
By definition, syndetic hulls are connected, so the proof of their exis-
tence requires some way to prove that a subgroup is connected. The
following proposition plays this role in the proof of Lemma 2.8 below. The
proposition is proved in Section 5, but the statement is copied here for
ease of reference.
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 .  .2.3 PROPOSITION see 5.20 . Let G be a connected, sol¨ able Lie group,
 .let r : G ª GL R be a continuous homomorphism, and let A be ann
 .almost-Zariski closed subgroup of GL R . If there is a compact, abeliann
subgroup S of G and a compact torus T of A such that S rT is abelian and
r y1 .contains a maximal compact torus of G , then the in¨erse is image r A
has only finitely many connected components.
 . w x2.4 PROPOSITION 11, Prop. 2.5, p. 31 . Let G be a closed subgroup of a
simply connected, nilpotent Lie group G. Then G has a unique syndetic hull in
G.
 . w x2.5 LEMMA 13, Cor. 5.18 . If G is a discrete subgroup of a connected,
abelian Lie group G, then some finite-index subgroup of G has a simply
connected syndetic hull in G.
ÄProof. Let G be the universal cover of G. Replacing G by a finite-in-
 .dex subgroup, we may assume G is torsion-free hence free abelian , so
Ä Äthere is a subgroup G of G that maps isomorphically onto G under the
Ä Ä Ä Ä covering map G ª G. Let X be the unique syndetic hull of G in G see
Ä.2.4 , and let X be the image of X in G. Then X is a simply connected
syndetic hull of G, as desired.
 . w x2.6 PROPOSITION 13, Cor. 3.14 . Let A be a connected Lie subgroup of
a connected Lie group G. Then the normalizer of A in Ad G is almost-Zariski
closed.
 . w x2.7 PROPOSITION 13, Cor. 3.10 . If A is a subgroup of a connected,
w xsol¨ able Lie group G such that G, G is simply connected, then the centralizer
of A in Ad G is almost-Zariski closed.
The following lemma, which establishes the existence of an appropriate
syndetic hull, is a crucial ingredient in the proof of Theorem 2.2. A
generalization of this lemma is used in the proof of our main theorem see
.3.5 .
 .2.8 LEMMA. Let G be a discrete subgroup of a connected, sol¨ able Lie
w xgroup G, such that G, G is simply connected. If there is a compact, abelian
 .subgroup S of G and a compact torus T of Ad G, such that Ad S T is aG G
maximal compact torus of Ad G, then some finite-index subgroup of G has a
simply connected syndetic hull in G.
y1 .Proof. Let H s Ad Ad G . Proposition 2.3 implies that H has onlyG G
finitely many connected components, so HT contains a finite-index sub-
group of G. Thus, there is no harm in replacing G with HT , which means
we may assume Ad Gs Ad G.G
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w xFrom Proposition 2.4, we know that G, G has a unique syndetic hull U
w xin G, G . The uniqueness implies that G normalizes U. Then, because U is
connected and Ad Gs Ad G, we conclude that all of G normalizes U seeG
.2.6 . Thus, there is no harm in modding out U, so we may assume
w xG, G s e, that is, G is abelian. So G centralizes G. Because Ad Gs Ad G,G
 .this implies all of G centralizes G see 2.7 , so Ad G is trivial. BecauseG
Ad Gs Ad G, this means Ad G is trivial, so G is abelian. The desiredG
conclusion now follows from Lemma 2.5.
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
This section presents a proof of the main theorem. However, instead of
the theorem as stated in Section 1, we prove a more general version that
applies to groups whose algebraic structure is similar to that of G seeO S .
.3.6 . We are not particularly interested in this generalization for its own
sake; rather, the intention is to clarify the main ideas of the proof by
separating out the crucial hypotheses. The following proposition shows
that Main Theorem 1.10 is indeed a special case of Theorem 3.6.
 .3.1 PROPOSITION. Let G be a connected, sol¨ able algebraic group o¨er a
number field K, and let S be a finite set of places of K, containing all the
infinite places, such that G is Zariski dense in G. LetO S .
v f : G ª G be the projection with kernel G ;S ` f
v  .G s G see 1.9 ;O S .
v
fG s G ;`
v G s G ; andf f
v L s any finite-index subgroup of G .O S .
Then
w X X x w X  X .T x1. G is a sol¨ able Lie group such that G , G s G , G is simply` ` ` ` `
connected and nilpotent, for e¨ery finite-index subgroup GX of G ;` `
2. G is a locally compact, totally disconnected, sol¨ able group, suchf
w xthat G , G has no infinite discrete subgroups;f f
3. G is an open subgroup of the direct product G = G ;` f
4. L is a lattice in G;
f5. Ad L is a finite-index subgroup of Ad G ; andG ``
w x w x6. L, L is cocompact in G, G .
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 . Proof. 1 The definition of G implies that it is a not necessarily`
.closed Lie subgroup of G ; so G is a solvable Lie group. We may write G` `
as a semidirect product G s T h U, where T is a torus and U is the
unipotent radical. The unipotent group U has no nontrivial characters, so
we have U ; G1.; in particular, U ; G1.. It is well known that U is aS S ` S O
 .  .lattice in U see 5.15 , so the Borel Density Theorem see 5.14 implies`
that
Ad U ; Ad U ; Ad G .G ` G O G O S .` ` `
 .Therefore, U ; G , so U ; G . Because U is connected see 5.1 , this` O S . ` ` `
implies U ; GX , so GX s T h U , where T s T l GX . Then, because T` ` ` ` ` ` ` `
w X X x w xw xis abelian, this implies that G , G s T , U U , U . Because U is` ` ` ` ` ` `
w X X xconnected, this implies that G , G is connected. Therefore, being a` `
w X X xconnected subgroup of U , the commutator subgroup G , G is simply` ` `
 .connected see 5.2 .
 . w x2 The fact that G , G has no infinite discrete subgroups followsf f
w xfrom the observation that G, G ; U is unipotent.
 .3 Because the range of each nonarchimedean valuation is a dis-
 .crete set and the group of K-characters is finitely generated , there is an
5  .5open set F ; G such that x x s 1 for all x g F, all K-characters¨f ¨
x , and all ¨ g S y S ; hence F ; G1.. Since Ad F ; Ad G s e, then` S G G f` `
the definition of G implies that F ; G .O S . O S .
Let H be the identity component of G . Because the range of each`
nonarchimedean valuation is a discrete set, and H is contained in the
 1..f 5  .5identity component of G , we must have  x x s 1, for¨S ¨ g S ¨`1. f .every x g H, so H ; G . Furthermore, because H ; G s G , weS ` O S .
must have
Ad H ; Ad G ; Ad G .G G ` G O S .` ` `
Therefore, H ; G .O S .
So H = F is an open subset of G = G contained in G s G. This` f O S .
 .establishes 3 .
 . 1.  .4 Because G is a lattice in G see 5.15 and G is a closedO S . S
subgroup of G1. that contains G , we see that G is a lattice in G, asS O S . O S .
desired.
 .5 The desired conclusion is immediate from the fact that G s G.O S .
 . 1 2 n6 Let U s U > U > ??? > U s e be the descending central se-
ries of U, and let U i s L l U i , a finite-index subgroup of U i . FromL S O S .
w ny2 x ny1Lemma 3.3 below, we see that U , U is cocompact in U . Then, byL L S
ny1 w ny3 xmodding out U and applying the lemma again, we see that U , U isL L
ny2 w xcocompact in U . Continuing in this manner, we see that U , U isS L L
w x w xcocompact in U, U . Hence, there is no harm in modding out U, U , so weS
w xmay assume U is abelian. Then G, U, U s e, so we conclude from Lemma
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w x w x3.3 below that L, U is cocompact in L, U . Hence, there is no harm inL S
w xmodding out L, U , which means that we may assume L centralizes U.
Because L is Zariski dense in G, this implies that G centralizes U, so
 .G s T = U is abelian, so 6 is trivially true.
 .3.2 Remark. From the proof, we see that it would suffice to make the
weaker assumption that Ad G is Zariski dense in Ad G in place of theG O S .
assumption that G is Zariski dense in G.O S .
 .3.3 LEMMA. Let G be an algebraic group o¨er a number field K, let S be
a finite set of places of K that contains all the infinite places, and let L be a
finite-index subgroup of G . If X and V are connected K-subgroups of G,O S .
w x wsuch that V is unipotent, X normalizes V, and X, V, V s e, then L l
x w xX , L l V is cocompact in L l X , V .S S S S
Proof. From the ascending chain condition on Zariski closed, con-
 4nected subgroups, we know there is a finite subset x , . . . , x of L l X1 m S
w x w xw x w xsuch that L l X , V s x , V x , V ??? x , V . The image of an S-arith-S 1 2 m
wmetic subgroup under a K-epimorphism is an S-arithmetic subgroup 10,
x w xThm. 5.9, p. 269 , so we see that x , L l V is a finite-index subgroup ofi S
w x w x  .x , V , which is cocompact in x , V see 5.15 .i O S . i S
 . w x3.4 DEFINITION 9, Sect. I, p. 8 . Let G and L be subgroups of a group
 y1 .G. We say that L commensurabilizes G if G l l Gl is a finite-index
subgroup of both G and ly1 Gl, for every l g L.
 . w T x3.5 LEMMA. Suppose G is a sol¨ able Lie group, and G , G is simply
connected. Let G be a discrete subgroup of GT and let L be a subgroup of G
that contains G and commensurabilizes it. Suppose some subgroup of G has a
syndetic hull U, such that
v U is simply connected;
v U ; nil G;
v w xU contains L, L ; and
v U is normalized by L.
If there is a compact, abelian subgroup S of GT and a compact torus T of
 .Ad L, such that Ad S T is a maximal compact torus of Ad G, then someG G
finite-index subgroup of G has a simply connected syndetic hull in G that
contains U and is normalized by L.
TProof. Because Ad G is a normal subgroup of Ad G, we know that
T .  .Ad S T contains a maximal compact torus of Ad G see 5.9 , soG
y1 .  .Ad Ad L has only finitely many connected components see 5.20 . InG G
Ty1 .other words, letting H s Ad Ad L , we know that H is a finite-indexG G
subgroup of H l GT , so HT contains a finite-index subgroup of G. Also,
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 .because Ad U is unipotent see 5.3 and G contains a cocompact sub-G
 .group of U, we conclude from the Borel Density Theorem 5.14 that
Ad U ; Ad G; Ad L, so U ; H. Hence, there is no harm in replacingG G G
G with H, so we may assume Ad Ls Ad G.G
Because L normalizes U, and Ad Ls Ad G, we conclude that all of GG
 .normalizes U see 5.18 . Then there is no harm in modding out U, so
w xL, L s e; that is, L is abelian.
Because G ; L, this implies that L centralizes G, so all of G centralizes
 . T  T .G see 5.17 . In particular, G centralizes G, which means G ; Z G .
T TFurthermore, Ad G ; Ad L is abelian, so G is nilpotent. This impliesG
 T .  .that Z G is connected see 5.4 . Hence, some finite-index subgroup of G
 T .  .has a simply connected syndetic hull X in Z G see 2.5 . All that
remains is to show that X is normalized by L.
Let
Äv G8 be the universal cover of G8,
Ä Äv X be the connected subgroup of G8 that covers X,
Ä Äv G be the inverse image of G in X, and
Äv Z be the kernel of the covering map G8 ª G.
Äw xBecause L centralizes G, we know G, L ; Z. On the other hand, because
T ÄTw x w xG , G is simply connected, we know that Z l G , G s e. Therefore,
Ä Ä ÄTw xG, L s e, so L normalizes G. Now G is a simply connected, nilpotent
Ä Ä ÄT  .Lie group, so X is the unique syndetic hull of G in G see 2.4 , so we
Äconclude that L normalizes X. Hence, L normalizes X, as desired.
 .3.6 THEOREM. Suppose
v
X X X X Tw x w  . xG is a sol¨ able Lie group such that G , G s G , G is simply` ` ` ` `
connected and nilpotent, for e¨ery finite-index subgroup GX of G ; and` `
v G is a locally compact, totally disconnected, sol¨ able group, such thatf
w xG , G has no infinite discrete subgroups.f f
Let
v G be an open subgroup of the direct product G = G , and` f
v f : G = G ª G be the projection with kernel G ,` f ` f
and let L be a lattice in G such that
f
v Ad L is a finite-index subgroup of Ad G , andG ``
v w x w xL , L is cocompact in G, G , for e¨ery finite-index subgroup L of1 1 1
L
Then L is superrigid in G.
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 .More precisely, if a : L ª GL R is a homomorphism such thatn
aAd l, l ¬ l g L 4 .G`
a .is connected, then there is a finite subgroup F of Z L such that the induced
ahomomorphism a : L ª L rF extends to a continuous homomorphismF
as : G ª L rF, for some finite-index subgroup G of G.1 1
Proof. Replacing G and G by finite-index subgroups, we may assume`
Tf Ad L s Ad G . Assume for simplicity that G is simply connected. InG ` ``
the situation of Proposition 3.1, this may be achieved by passing to a
.universal cover. Let K be a compact open subgroup of G contained inf
 T .G. Let G s L l G K ; note that L commensurabilizes G. We may`
assume, by replacing K with a finite-index subgroup, that G l K s e see
.5.11 , so f is faithful on G.
a aw x w xStep 1. There is a unique homomorphism b : G , G ª L , L such that` `
w x w xfb agrees with a on G l L, L . Let G s G l L, L . Because f is1
a a< w xfaithful on G, the homomorphism a :G ª L , L induces a homomor-G 11
f a a fw x w x  .phism a : G ª L , L . Because G is a lattice in G , G see 5.22 , we1 1 ` `
a aw x w xknow that a extends to a unique homomorphism b : G , G ª L , L` `
 .see 5.12 .
w x w xStep 2. fb also agrees with a on L, L . Because G , G has nof f
w xinfinite discrete subgroups, we see that for every l g L, L , there is some
n g Zq with ln g G = K. Because G rGT is abelian, we also know` ` `
l g GT = G , so we conclude that ln g GT K ; therefore, ln g G. There-` f `
fore, fb agrees with a on Ln. Because nth roots are unique in a
a aw xunipotent Lie group such as L , L , we conclude that fb agrees with a
on l, as desired.
T aStep 3. b extends to a homomorphism r : G ª L such that fr agrees`
with a on a finite-index subgroup of G, and we ha¨e g lf r s g rla for all
g g GT and l g L. Let`
aÃv G s G = L ;`
Ã f av  . 4G s g , g ¬ g g G ;
Ã f av  . 4L s l , l ¬ l g L ; and
v
b . w x4U s u, u ¬ u g G , G .` `
ÃFrom Lemma 3.5, we see that some finite-index subgroup of G has a
Ã Ã Ãsimply connected syndetic hull X in G, such that X contains U and is
Ã Ãnormalized by L. It is not difficult to see that X is the graph of a
T a  w x.homomorphism r : G ª L see Step 5 of the proof of 13, Thm. 6.4 .`
Ã Ã lf r rlaBecause L normalizes X, we have g s g .
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Ã .  .Step 4. Completion of the proof. Let L s graph a , X s graph r , and
aÃ Ãw x  .X s XK G , G . So L, X, and X are subgroups of G = L . From Stepf f
a3, we see that L normalizes X ; hence XL is a subgroup of G = L . Let
Ta . w xF s XL l e = L and H s G K G , G . It suffices to show that F is a` f f
afinite, normal subgroup of L , for then XLrF is the graph of a well-de-
fined homomorphism
as : HL ª L rF ,
and HL is a finite-index subgroup of G, because it is an open subgroup
that contains the lattice L.
a a .Because L normalizes X, L, and e = L , it is obvious that L
w xnormalizes F, so we only need to show that F is finite. Because L, L is
w x T w xcocompact in G, G and G is a lattice in G K we know that G L, L is a`
finite-index subgroup of L l H. Then, from Steps 2 and 3, we conclude
that fr agrees with a on a finite-index subgroup of L l H, so X contains
a .a finite-index subgroup of L l H = L . On the other hand, because
aX ; H = L , we have
a a aF s XL l e = L s X L l H = L l e = L . .  .  . . .
a .Therefore, X l e = L contains a finite-index subgroup of F. Because
a .X l e = L s e, this implies that F is finite, as desired.
4. APPLICATION TO NONSOLVABLE GROUPS
In this section, we prove Corollary 1.11. As described in Remark 1.14,
 .we prove two versions of this corollary see 4.2 .
 .  .4.1 DEFINITION CF. 1.1 . Let L be a subgroup of a topological group
G. Let us say that L is weakly superrigid in G if, for every continuous
a .homomorphism a : L ª GL R , such that L has no nontri¨ ial connected,n
compact, semisimple, normal subgroups, there are
v a finite-index open subgroup L of L.1
v a finite-index open subgroup G of G, containing L , and1 1
a a
v  .a finite, normal subgroup F of L where L is the almost- Zariski1 1
a  .closure of L in GL R ,1 n
asuch that the induced homomorphism a : L ª L rF extends to a con-F 1 1
atinuous homomorphism s : G ª L rF.1 1
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 .  .4.2 COROLLARY CF. 1.11 . Let G be a connected algebraic group o¨er a
number field K, and let S be a finite set of places of K, containing the infinite
places. If G is Zariski dense in G, and the image of G inO S . O S .
 .GrRad G is superrigid or weakly superrigid , then G is a superrigid .  .O S O S .
 .lattice in G or a weakly superrigid lattice in G , respecti¨ ely .O S . O S .
 w x.  .Proof cf. proof of 13, Thm. 9.9 . Suppose a : G ª GL R is aO S . n
homomorphism. If the goal is to prove that G is weakly superrigid,O S .
aassume G has no nontrivial connected, compact, semisimple, normalO S .
.subgroups. Let G be a finite-index subgroup of G , and letO S .
aH s G . Replacing G by a finite-index subgroup, we may assume H is
connected and that there is a Levi subgroup L of G such that G s L lS
. . .G Rad G l G . Let L and R be finite-index subgroups of L andS O S .
< <Rad G , respectively. Let a s a and a s a , and let .  . Ll G R l GO S L R
a L s L l G . Because L l G is a superrigid lattice in L or weakly .H
.superrigid lattice, respectively , it must be the case that L is semisimple,H
so L is a Levi subgroup of H, and after passing to a finite-indexH
.  .subgroup there are a finite or compact, respectively , normal subgroup F
 bL.of C L , and a continuous homomorphism b : L ª L rF, such thatL L HH
g bL s g aF , ;g g L l G.
From Theorem 1.10, we also know that a extends to a homomorphismR
a
b : R ª R l G s Rad H . .R
The semisimple group L has no nontrivial K-characters, so L1. s L .S S
Therefore, L ; L , so L contains a finite-index subgroup of L . Thus,f O S . f
we may assume L s L = L , where L s L l L and L s L l L.` f ` ` f f
Because L is totally disconnected and has no open normal subgroups off
infinite index, we know that L bL is finite; therefore, replacing L by af
finite-index subgroup, we may assume b is trivial on L .L f
 .Case 1. C Rad H has no nontri¨ ial, compact, sol¨ able, normal sub-H
groups. Note that if G has no nontrivial connected, compact,O S .
 .semisimple, normal subgroups, then this implies that C Rad H has noH
.compact normal subgroups at all, solvable or not. In this case, the
 w x.  .extension b is unique cf. 13, Cor. 6.11 , so graph a normalizesR
 .graph b .R
Write Rad G s T h U, where T is a torus and U is the unipotent
radical. We may assume R s T h U, where T and U are finite-index
 .subgroups of T and U , respectively. Because graph a normalizesO S . S
 .  .graph b , and L centralizes T, we see that graph a centralizesR L
 < . bRgraph b , so L centralizes T .TR H
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 f a .Let f : L ª L be the projection with kernel L , let A s g , g ¬ g` f
4 g L l G , and let A be the almost-Zariski closure of A in L = L see` H
.4.3 .
Let U s U l U and U s U l U, and assume U s U = U . Because` ` f f ` f
 .C Rad H has no nontrivial, compact, solvable, normal subgroups, it isH
bR  .not difficult to show that U must be trivial. Then, because graph af
 .  < .normalizes graph b , we see that A must normalize graph b . Thus, AUR R `
 < .  .  .normalizes graph b , see 5.18 . Therefore, A l e = L centralizesUR H`
b b bR R R .U s U . Because A l e = L ; L also centralizes T , we con-` H H
b bR R .  .clude that A l e = L centralizes TU s R s Rad H see 5.17 . .H
Then, since
A l e = L ; graph b l e = L s e = F , .  .  .H L H
 .  .and C Rad H has no nontrivial compact, solvable normal subgroups,H
 .we conclude that A l e = L is trivial. This means that A is the graphH
of a well-defined homomorphism b X : L ª L and, from the definition ofL ` H
X X A, we see that fb extends a . Hence, we may assume b s b and FL L L L
.  .  < .  < .is trivial . Then graph b normalizes both graph b and graph bU UL R R` f
 < .the latter because b is trivial , and, being contained in L = L ,UR Hf
 < .  .  .centralizes graph b . Hence, graph b normalizes graph b , so theTR L R
function
b : L h R ª H : l , r ¬ l bL r bR .
is a homomorphism. The completes the proof in this case.
 .Case 2. The general case. Let C be the unique maximal compact,
 . solvable, normal subgroup of C Rad H which we no longer assume toH
.be trivial . From Case 1, we know there is a finite-index subgroup G of GO S .
and a homomorphism b : G ª HrC such that b extends to the homomor-
T  .phism induced by a . Now C is a compact torus see 5.6 , so the Levi
decomposition implies that there is a normal subgroup J of H such that
JC s H and J l C is finite. There is no harm in modding out this finite
intersection, so we may assume J l C is trivial. Then HrC is naturally
isomorphic to J, so we can thin of b as a homomorphism from G to J.
a bFrom the definition of b , we have g g g C, for all g g G. Since C is
 .central in H see 5.7 , this implies that there is a homomorphism s : G ª C
such that g a s g bg s, for all g g G. Because C is abelian, we know that s
w xis trivial on G, G ; in particular, s is trivial on a finite-index subgroup of
w xL l G and a finite-index subgroup of G, R l G . From the proof of
 . w xProposition 3.1 6 , we see that G, R l G is a cocompact subgroup of
w xG, R , so, replacing G by a subgroup of finite index, we may assume that
 .w x . w xs is trivial on L l G G, R l G s G, G l G. Thus, s extends to a
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homomorphism t : G ª C for example, this follows by applying the main
 . w x.theorem 1.10 to the abelian group Gr G, G . Then the homomorphism
b tg ¬ g g extends a , as desired.
 .4.3 Remark. G is of the form A = B , where A and B are` C R
algebraic groups defined over C and R, respectively. By restriction of
scalars, the C-points of an n-dimensional algebraic group defined over C
can be viewed as the R-points of a 2n-dimensional algebraic group defined
over R. Thus, we see that G can be viewed as the R-points of an algebraic`
group defined over R. Therefore, in a natural way, G has a Zariski`
topology.
5. MISCELLANEOUS FACTS FROM LIE THEORY
In this section, we collect for convenient reference a number of facts
that are used in Section 3.
 .All locally compact groups including all Lie groups in this paper are
assumed to be second countable.
5A. Connected Subgroups
 .  w x.5.1 LEMMA cf. 6, Thm. VIII.1.1, p. 107 . E¨ery almost-Zariski closed,
 .unipotent subgroup of GL R is connected and simply connected.n
 . w x5.2 LEMMA 5, Thm. XII.2.2, p. 137 . E¨ery connected subgroup of any
simply connected, sol¨ able Lie group G is closed and simply connected.
 .  w x.5.3 LEMMA cf. 2, Cor. I.5.3.7, p. 47 . If A is a connected subgroup of a
Lie group G, then A ; nil G if and only if Ad A is unipotent. In particular,G
Ad nil G is unipotent.G
 . w x5.4 LEMMA 5, Thm. XVI.1.1, p. 188 . If G is a connected, nilpotent Lie
 .group, then Z G is connected.
 . w x5.5 LEMMA 13, Lem. 3.20 . E¨ery connected, unipotent Lie subgroup of
 .GL R is Zariski closed.n
5B. Compact Subgroups
 . w x5.6 PROPOSITION 8, Satz 4; 5, Thm. XIII.1.3, p. 144 . If a Lie group G
is compact, connected, and sol¨ able, then G is abelian. Hence G ( T n, for
some n.
 .  w x.5.7 LEMMA cf. 8, Satz 5 . If G is a connected Lie group, then e¨ery
compact subgroup of nil G is central in G.
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 . w x5.8 PROPOSITION 5, Thm. XV.3.1, pp. 180]181, and see p. 186 . If G
is a Lie group that has only finitely many connected components, then G has a
maximal compact subgroup K, and e¨ery compact subgroup of G is contained
in a conjugate of K.
 .5.9 COROLLARY. Let G be a Lie group that has only finitely many
connected components. If H is a closed, normal subgroup of G, and K is a
maximal compact subgroup of G, then H l K is a maximal compact subgroup
of H.
 .5.10 COROLLARY. Let G be a connected, sol¨ able Lie group. Then all
the maximal compact tori of Ad G are conjugate under Ad G.
Proof. Write Ad Gs T h U, where T is a maximal torus of Ad G, and
w  .xU is the unipotent radical. Let M s T Ad G l U. Then Ad G ; TM
 .and TM is almost-Zariski closed see 5.5 , so we must have TM s Ad G.
 .Thus, M s U, so T Ad G s Ad G. All the maximal compact tori of Ad G
 . are conjugate under Ad G see 5.8 , so, because T normalizes indeed,
.centralizes the maximal compact torus that it contains, this implies that
the maximal compact tori are conjugate under Ad G.
 . w x5.11 LEMMA 4, Thm. 7.6, p. 61 . If K is a totally disconnected, compact
group, then K is residually finite.
5C. Representations of Nilpotent Groups
 . w x5.12 THEOREM 11, Thm. 2.11, p. 33 . Let G and H be simply con-
nected, nilpotent Lie groups, and let G be a lattice in G. Then e¨ery
homomorphism from G to H extends to a unique continuous homomorphism
from G to H.
 .5.13 COROLLARY. Let G be a simply connected, nilpotent Lie group.
Then the tri¨ ial automorphism is the only automorphism of G that centralizes
a cocompact subgroup of G.
The following is a useful special case of the Borel Density Theorem.
 . w x5.14 PROPOSITION 11, Thm. 3.2, p. 45 . If G is a lattice in a Lie group
 . fG, and f : G ª GL R is a representation such that G is unipotent, thenn
Gf s Gf.
5D. S-Arithmetic Groups
 . w x5.15 THEOREM 10, Thm. 5.6, p. 264 . Let G be a connected, sol¨ able
algebraic group o¨er a number field K, and let S be a finite set of places of K,
1. containing all the infinite places. Then G is a lattice in G see Defn.O S . S
.1.9 .
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1. .5.16 EXAMPLE. G may be a proper subgroup of G , even if GO S . S O S .
is Zariski dense in G. To see this, it suffices to construct an anisotropic
torus T over a number field K, such that T is not Zariski dense in TO S . `
 .see 4.3 . For then the desired example is obtained by forming a semidirect
 .product G s T h U, such that C U is trivial, and letting S s S .T `
 .Let p and q be two distinct primes, with q ' 3 mod 4 , let K s
2 2 .  . ’Q i, p , and let T s SO x q qy . Then T is defined over K in fact, it
.  .is defined over Q and is K-anisotropic because q is not a square in K .
Now K is Galois over Q and has two places, both complex, so
T s SO x 2 q qy2 = SO x 2 q qy2 . .  .` C C
Let s be the nontrivial Galois automorphism of K that fixes i, and let t
 .f t tdenote complex conjugation. Define f : T ª T by u, ¨ s uu ¨¨ . Then` C
we have
f fs t s stT s u , u ¬ u g T s uu u u ¬ u g T . 4 .  . 4O O O
 .fClearly, then, each element of T belongs to T and is fixed by theO O
 .fGalois group of K. Therefore, T ; T . But T is finite, because it is aO Z Z
 .fdiscrete subset of the compact group T , so we conclude that T is notR O
Zariski dense in T. Because f is a surjective morphism of algebraic groups
 .where T is endowed with the Zariski topology described in Remark 4.3 ,`
this implies that T is not Zariski dense in T .O `
5E. Centralizers and Normalizers are Almost-Zariski Closed
w xThe following two propositions are proved in 13 only in the case where
G is connected. The general case follows by applying essentially the same
T Tproofs to the connected group G h Ad G .
 . w x T5.17 PROPOSITION 13, Col. 3.10 . Let A be a subgroup of G , where G
w T xis a sol¨ able Lie group such that G , G is simply connected. Then the
centralizer of A in Ad G is almost-Zariski closed.
 . w x5.18 PROPOSITION 13, Cor. 3.14 . Let A be a connected Lie subgroup of
a Lie group G. Then the normalizer of A in Ad G is almost-Zariski closed. In
particular, Ad A normalizes A.G
5F. Virtual Connecti¨ ity of an In¨erse Image
 . w x5.19 PROPOSITION 13, Lem. 5.6 . Suppose G is a connected, sol¨ able
 .Lie group, and A is an almost-Zariski closed subgroup of GL R . Ifn
 .r : G ª GL R is a continuous homomorphism, such that A contains an
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r y1 .maximal compact torus of G , the the in¨erse image r A is a connected
subgroup of G.
 .5.20 COROLLARY. Let G be a connected, sol¨ able Lie group, let r : G
 .ª GL R be a continuous homomorphism, and let A be an almost-Zariskin
 .closed subgroup of GL R . If there is a compact, abelian subgroup S of Gn
and a compact torus T of A, such that S rT is abelian and contains a maximal
r y1 .compact torus of G , then the in¨erse image r A has only finitely many
connected components.
Tr r .Proof. By replacing A with A l G , and T with T l G , we may
r assume A ; G . By replacing T with a larger torus and replacing S with
 ..a conjugate that commutes with this larger torus see 5.10 , we may
 .assume T is a maximal compact torus of A. Let H be the unique
ralmost-Zariski closed, connected subgroup of G that has T as a maximal
r r w r .compact torus and satisfies HS s G ; let S s S r H l S . Now H1
rcontains the commutator subgroup of G , so there is a natural homomor-
r rphism G ª G rH ( S . Let s : G ª S be the composition of r with1 1
this homomorphism.
Let K be the kernel of s ; we begin by showing that K has only finitely
many connected components. Replacing S by a subgroup, we may assume
s
K l S is finite. The fibration K l S ª S ª S yields the following long1
w xexact sequence of homotopy groups 12, Cor. IV.8.6, p. 187 :
p S ª p S ª p K l S . .  .  .1 1 1 0
Because K l S is finite, we conclude that the cokernel of the map
 .  .p S ª p S is finite. Because S ; G, this implies that the cokernel of1 1 1
s) .  .the map p G ª p S is finite. Thus, from the long exact sequence1 1 1
s)
p G ª p S ª p K ª p G s 0, .  .  .  .1 1 1 0 0
 .obtained from the fibration K ª G ª S , we conclude that p K is1 0
finite, as desired.
y1 .Because A ; H, it is easy to see that r A ; K. Thus, the conclusion
of the preceding paragraph implies that KT contains a finite-index sub-
y1 .group of r A , so there is no harm in replacing G with K, so we may
assume Gs s e, which means S r ; H, so A contains a maximal compact
r y1 .torus of G . Hence, the proposition implies that r A is connected.
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 . y1 .5.21 Remark. r A need not be connected, even if the restriction
of r to T is faithful. For example, in T3, let
v
i t il t .4  .G s e , e = T where l is irrational ,
v
2 i s i s .4A s T = e , e ,
v  .4T s 1, 1 = T, and
v
3r s the inclusion G ¨ T .
y1 .Then r A s G l A has two components:
eit , eil t , eil tr2 and eit , eil t , yeil tr2 . 4  4 .  .
5G. The Commutator Subgroup of a Lattice
 .5.22 LEMMA. Suppose
v
TG is a sol¨ able Lie group such that G is simply connected, and
w x w T xG, G s G, G is nilpotent;
v G is a subgroup of an abstract group L, such that L commensurabi-
lizes G; and
f
v f : L ª G is a homomorphism such that Ad L s Ad G, the restric-G
tion of f to G is faithful, and Gf is a lattice in GT.
 w x.f w xThen G l L, L is a lattice in G, G .
 w x.f w xProof. Let U be the unique syndetic hull of G l L, L in G, G
 . w xsee 2.4 . Since L commensurabilizes G l L, L , the uniqueness of U
f fimplies that L normalizes U. Because Ad L s Ad G, this implies that UG
 .is a normal subgroup of G see 5.18 . There is no harm in modding out U,
w xso we may assume G l L, L s e.
Let us now show that
 .) each l g L centralizes a finite-index subgroup of G.
Because L commensurabilizes G, there is some finite-index subgroup N of
l w x w xG with N ; G. Then N, l ; G l L, L s e, so l centralizes N.
By replacing G with a subgroup of finite index, we may assume that
f f .Ad G is connected, in which case, ) implies that Ad L central-G G
f f  .izes Ad Gf. Because Ad L s Ad G, this implies that Ad G ; Z Ad G .G G G
Therefore, because GTrG f is compact, we see that the image of GT in
 .Ad GrZ Ad G is compact. But compact, connected Lie groups are abelian
 . Tsee 5.6 , so we conclude that G is nilpotent.
 . T  . w xTherefore, ) implies that L centralizes G see 5.17 . Hence G, G s
Tw xG, G s e, so the desired conclusion is trivially true.
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w x6. ERRATA TO 13
v In the second sentence of the abstract, G should be assumed to be
discrete.
v w xThe reference for Lemma 3.21 should be to 6 , which was mistak-
enly omitted from the bibliography.
v wThe reference for Proposition 5.2 and Corollary 5.3 should be R,
x w xThm. 2.1, p. 29 and R, Prop. 2.5, p. 31 , respectively.
v In the second paragraph of Step 5 of the proof of Theorem 6.4, the
reference should be to Proposition 5.4, not 5.2.
b a
v In the statement of Proposition 6.10, one must assume G ; G .1 1
v The proof of Proposition 6.10 should begin by noting that, because
G b1 is connected, there is no harm in assuming G is connected.1 2
v There is an error in the proof of Theorem 9.9. Lines 4]6 of page
 .191 immediately following the displayed equation should be replaced
 .with the following: ``and C Rad H has no compact, connected, normalLH
 .subgroups, we conclude that F s grapha l e = L is finite. Thus,H
  ..graph a l L = L rF is the graph of a well-defined homomorphismH
Xb : L ª L rF. Because L is algebraically simply connected, we can liftL H
X X Xb to a homomorphism b : L ª L . Note that b agrees with a on aL L H L
finite-index subgroup of L l G cf. the argument in the final paragraph of
. Xthis proof . Therefore, by replacing b with b , we may assume s isL L
trivial. In other words, b extends a .''L L
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